FIRE SAFETY DEMONSTRATIONS

Schedule your FREE Fire Safety Talks and Fire Sprinkler Burn Trailer Demonstrations today

- Live demonstration of fire suppression
- Age appropriate fire safety messaging and tips
- Flexible scheduling options (Fall and Spring)*
- Conducted at your location
- Staffed by trained fire professionals

For more information contact: New Jersey Fire Sprinkler Advisory Board (NJFSAB)
Phone: 866-226-6006
Email: BurnTrailerDemo@gmail.com

The New Jersey Fire Sprinkler Advisory Board (NJFSAB) hosts free fire safety talks and Fire Sprinkler Burn Trailer Demonstrations for schools and community organizations across New Jersey. The program features fire safety tips, interactive discussion, information about how fire sprinklers work, and a live fire suppression demonstration safely viewed from the large picture window of the burn trailer.

Multiple Fire Sprinkler Burn Demonstrations can be scheduled throughout the day to accommodate audience sizes. Demonstrations are offered from March–November.